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Abstract

When do people support sanctioning systems in social dilemmas? Sanctions increase collec-

tive efficiency, but have the disadvantage of restricting people�s autonomy. This paper studies

the effects of feedback about collective (in)efficiency and the influence of the presence or

absence of a sanctioning system. The results show that, except after feedback about collective

inefficiency, people were reluctant to support installation of a sanctioning system. When a

sanctioning system was already present, however, sanction support was strong and not

affected by feedback. Interestingly, the presence of a sanctioning system increased pessimism

about attaining collective efficiency. This suggests that the mere presence of a sanctioning sys-

tem creates the need to have that sanctioning system, and that installing one can have irrevers-

ible consequences.
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1. Introduction

Many decisions consist of a choice between furthering our personal interests and

furthering group interests. Such choice situations are studied in research on ‘‘social

dilemmas’’. In social dilemmas, acting on personal interests (defection) yields higher

outcomes for individual group members than acting on group interests (coopera-

tion). At the same time each individual attains a higher outcome when all group
members act on group interests rather than when all group members act on personal

interests (see for overviews: Dawes, 1980; Komorita & Parks, 1995; Kopelman, We-

ber, & Messick, 2002; Messick & Brewer, 1983). An example of a social dilemma is

the decision whether or not to pay a television license fee to have public television

provision. In this example, public television is more likely to be realized when every-

body pays the fee than if nobody pays the fee. However, not paying the fee is more

advantageous for an individual than paying the fee, as one individual�s contribution
only makes a small difference in realizing public television. Many other situations in
society (e.g. paying taxes, using public transport, environmental friendly waste treat-

ment), can also be defined as social dilemmas.

One way to increase cooperation in social dilemmas is the introduction of a sanc-

tioning system (Caldwell, 1976; Fehr & Gächter, 2002; Harvey, Bell, & Birjulin,

1993; Wit & Wilke, 1990; Yamagishi, 1986, 1988b, 1992). Such sanctioning systems

sanction defection and therefore make it less attractive. For example, people who do

not pay their TV license fee could be fined or removed from cable subscription.

These kinds of punishments decrease the attractiveness of not paying and, therefore,
by definition, increase the attractiveness of paying. The goal of a sanctioning system

is to promote collective efficiency. In accordance with this, sanctioning systems have

indeed been found to increase cooperation (Caldwell, 1976; Eek, Loukopoulos, Fujii,

& Gärling, 2002; Fehr & Gächter, 2002; McCusker & Carnevale, 1995; Van Vugt &

De Cremer, 1999; Wit & Wilke, 1990; Yamagishi, 1986, 1988b, 1992).

Sanctioning systems may increase cooperation in two possible ways. Firstly, it

makes defection relatively less attractive for the individual group member. Secondly,

because a sanction also punishes the other defecting people involved in the social di-
lemma, it can increase the trust that others will cooperate (Yamagishi, 1986, 1988a,

1988b, 1992). Hobbes in his Leviathan (1651/1909) already regarded the latter reason

as the explanation of a sanctioning system�s success in increasing cooperation (in:

Yamagishi, 1992).

1.1. Two-edged sword

Although findings from experimental research suggest that a sanctioning system
increases collective efficiency, it may also be a two-edged sword. On the one hand
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a sanctioning system promotes collective efficiency, but on the other hand it could

make people feel that they are losing the right to make their own behavioral choices.

Indeed, a system in which people are being punished for a certain behavior consti-

tutes a threat to people�s freedom of choice (Brehm, 1966) and could therefore lead

to reactance. In line with this, research on leadership has shown that installing a lea-
der is perceived as a threat to freedom of choice (Van Dijk, Wilke, & Wit, 2003). We

expect that the same may hold for supporting the installation of a sanctioning sys-

tem. Thus, when deciding whether or not to install a sanctioning system, the threat

to freedom of choice could conflict with the wish to reduce collective inefficiency. Put

differently, the wish to reduce collective inefficiency may induce people to prefer a

sanctioning system, but the wish to maintain freedom of choice may induce people

to oppose a sanctioning system.

When considering when people would prefer a sanctioning system and when they
would not, one may be inclined to concentrate on situations in which a sanctioning

system is not present yet. However, in many situations in society, a sanctioning sys-

tem is already present. In spite of this, there has been no investigation of support for

a sanctioning system under circumstances where a sanctioning system is part of the

status quo. We argue that support for a sanctioning system will depend on whether

in the current situation there is a sanctioning system or not. Considering having a

sanctioning system in a situation without a sanctioning system implies either install-

ing a sanctioning system (gaining collective efficiency) or not installing (maintaining
decisional freedom), whereas in a situation with a pre-existing sanctioning system

this would imply either maintaining a sanction (maintaining collective efficiency) or

abolishing it (gaining decisional freedom).

How does the presence of a sanctioning system influence people�s preference for

the sanctioning system? An answer to this question can be found in the concept of

‘‘loss aversion’’ (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1991). Loss

aversion refers to the finding that ‘‘losses loom larger than gains’’, which means that

losses or disadvantages have a greater impact on people�s preferences than equal
gains or advantages. When the status quo situation functions as reference point

for evaluating different options, the disadvantages of leaving the status quo situation

are weighted more heavily than its advantages, resulting in a bias in favor of the sta-

tus quo (Kahneman, 1992; Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988). These insights on the

‘‘status quo bias’’ suggest that support for a sanctioning system depends on whether

the sanctioning system is currently present or not. The disadvantages of having a

sanctioning system (i.e., having little decisional freedom) will be weighted more heav-

ily in a status quo situation without sanctioning system than in a status quo situation
with a sanctioning system. Similarly, the disadvantages of not having a sanctioning

system (i.e., possible collective inefficiency) will be weighted more heavily in a status

quo situation with a sanctioning system than in a status quo situation without a

sanctioning system. This would mean that support for a sanctioning system is lower

when there is no sanctioning system present than when there is a sanctioning system

present.

Thus, on the basis of the status quo bias we expect that in the absence of a sanc-

tioning system, people will more strongly support a sanctioning system than in the
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presence of a sanctioning system. Baron and Jurney (1993) used similar reasoning

within the context of supporting laws or regulations. In their scenario experiment

people were reluctant to vote for certain proposed laws, because people felt that they

harmed the individual�s right to choose. However, people did not want to repeal the

same laws when they already had been installed.

1.2. The influence of feedback

As we noted earlier, the goal of sanctioning systems is to increase collective effi-

ciency. It therefore seems reasonable to assume that information about collective

(in)efficiency plays an important role in the decision to support a sanctioning system

or not. This reasoning relates to the notion proposed by Samuelson (1993) that the

status quo bias is due to insecurity about unknown situations: people often know lit-
tle about what to expect in the future. Prior information about how (in)efficient the

collective has been in furthering the group interest, may reduce such insecurity. Thus,

in a social dilemma situation, information about collective efficiency or collective

inefficiency may reduce the status quo bias. Bettenhausen and Murnighan (1985) sta-

ted that feedback activates information that serves as a basis for future expectations

and interactions. In a similar vein, we reason that providing feedback about collec-

tive (in)efficiency will decrease the extent to which people show a status quo bias

when deciding whether or not to support a sanction. In other words, when feedback
is available, people would be less subject to the status quo bias (cf. Inman & Zeelen-

berg, 2002).

This basic hypothesis, however, also raises two new questions. What is the influ-

ence of feedback on collective efficiency or inefficiency on sanction support in a sit-

uation in which a sanctioning system is absent? And what is the influence of feedback

in a situation in which a sanctioning system is present?

1.3. Sanction support when ‘‘things go wrong’’

The effect of collective inefficiency information on support for a sanctioning sys-

tem, has, as far as we know, never been investigated. Earlier research on other struc-

tural solutions has shown that people are willing to appoint a leader (Rutte & Wilke,

1984; Samuelson, 1993; Van Dijk et al., 2003; Van Vugt & De Cremer, 1999), to pri-

vatize common supplies (Samuelson, 1993), or to give up free access to common sup-

plies in general (Samuelson & Messick, 1995), particularly when they are informed

that their group failed to use the collective good efficiently. So, there is support
for the notion that people want to change something about the initial dilemma sit-

uation and give up some autonomy when there is an indication that ‘‘things go

wrong’’ (i.e., in case of collective inefficiency). Therefore, in addition to our previous

hypothesis,we argue that people will be in favor of installing a sanctioning system

when there is collective inefficiency.

How will information about collective inefficiency affect support for a sanctioning

system when there is already a sanctioning system present? When things go wrong, it

is likely that people may want to change something about the situation. In the pres-
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ence of a sanctioning system, however, it is less likely that the preferred course of

action would be to abolish that sanctioning system. After all, by abolishing a sanc-

tioning system there is danger of drifting even further away from the goal of collec-

tive efficiency. Consequently, abolishing a sanctioning system is not likely to be

regarded as a helpful solution, and will probably even be regarded as a counterpro-
ductive solution to the problem of collective inefficiency. We therefore anticipate that

when a sanctioning system is present, and there is information on collective ineffi-

ciency, people will still want to maintain the sanctioning system.

Summarizing, we expect that knowing about collective inefficiency will result in

support for a sanctioning system, irrespective of whether the sanctioning system

was absent or already present.

1.4. Sanction support when ‘‘things go right’’

How will information about collective efficiency affect support for a sanctioning

system? In a situation without a sanctioning system, we expect that acting on infor-

mation about collective efficiency is not likely to lead to support for installation of a

sanctioning system. If ‘‘things go right’’ anyway, there is not much reason for people

to feel that they would gain a lot by installing a sanctioning system.

It may be a different story, however, if a sanctioning system is already present.

Using all the information at hand, people would take into account both collective
efficiency and the presence of the sanctioning system. Considering these two facts,

a highly plausible conclusion is that people will reason that collective efficiency is

due to the presence of the sanctioning system. In other words, people might hold

the sanctioning system, at least partly, responsible for the collective efficiency and

attribute other people�s cooperation to the sanctioning system (Mulder, Van Dijk,

De Cremer, & Wilke, submitted for publication; Weiner, 1985, 1986). Consequently,

it may be regarded as risky to abolish the sanctioning system because that could

bring about a decline in cooperation and thus a reduction in collective efficiency.
In sum, when there is information about collective efficiency, we expect the pres-

ence of the sanctioning system to lead to stronger sanction support than the absence

of a sanctioning system.

1.5. This study

Summarizing, in the present study we expect that without any information about

collective (in)efficiency, people show the status quo bias, so the presence or absence
of a sanctioning system will determine sanction support. Hence, in a situation with a

sanctioning system, sanction support will be stronger than in a situation without a

sanctioning system. When there is information about collective (in)efficiency, how-

ever, people will make use of that information instead of showing a status quo bias.

In the case of collective inefficiency this will lead to high sanction support irrespective

of the presence or absence of a sanctioning system. In the case of collective efficiency,

stronger sanction support will be given in the presence of a sanctioning system than

in the absence of a sanctioning system.
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These predictions may also be presented differently by comparing the effect of

feedback in a situation without a sanctioning system with the effect of feedback in

a situation with a sanctioning system. The predictions we formulated above imply

that when there is no sanctioning system present, people will only support a sanc-

tioning system when there is collective inefficiency. When there is already a sanction-
ing system present, however, people will support the sanctioning system irrespective

of the information people have about collective (in)efficiency.

To test these expectations we conducted a public good experiment in which

we varied the presence of a sanctioning system and feedback about collective

(in)efficiency. Participants� reactions were measured by means of their sanction

support.

1.6. Success estimates

Our main interest in this study is sanction support. In addition, we expect support

for a sanctioning system to be related to people�s expectations about achieving col-

lective efficiency. After all, if people estimate that the chance of attaining collective

efficiency is low, this may be a reason for them to support the installation of a sanc-

tioning system. Moreover, people might estimate the chances of collective efficiency

as higher with a sanctioning system than without a sanctioning system. To explore

this, we included a measurement of how high people estimated the probability of suc-
ceeding to attain collective efficiency.
2. Method

2.1. Design and participants

The participants were 124 (39 male and 85 female) students from Leiden Univer-
sity, with a mean age of 21. They were each paid DFL 8.50 (at the time of the study

was conducted one Dutch guilder equaled USD 0.40).

Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the 6 experimental conditions

of a 2 (sanction: sanction or no sanction) · 3 (feedback: no feedback, success feed-

back or failure feedback) between-participants design.

2.2. Procedure

Upon arrival in the laboratory, participants were guided into separate cubicles

and were seated behind a computer. They did not have any contact with one another.

It was suggested to participants that they were linked to three other participants via

the computer and that in this way they formed a four-person group. Then, the prop-

erties of the decision-making game they would play were explained. Participants

were told that each member of the group owned 10 chips. They could contribute

chips to a ‘‘common fund’’ or keep chips for themselves. If the four group members

contributed a total of at least 30 chips, the group was given a bonus of DFL 60 that
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would be divided equally amongst the four group members, regardless of how much

each member contributed. The chips that they did not contribute would directly yield

money for themselves. In the no-sanction conditions they were told that the chips they

kept for themselves would be worth DFL 1 each. In the sanction conditions they were

told that these chips would be worth DFL 1.25 each. For each chip that they kept for
themselves, the experimenter would take a DFL 0.25 (USD 0.10) fine. In this way,

the pay-off structure was held constant across both no-sanction and sanction condi-

tions (cf. Wit & Wilke, 1990).

After explaining the game, four questions were asked to check whether partici-

pants had understood the dilemma (example: ‘‘What will happen when you contrib-

ute all your chips to the common fund and you and the other group members

together give at least 30 chips to the common fund?’’). After answering each of these

four questions, participants received feedback about the correct answer.
Next, participants were asked how many chips they contributed to the common

fund (ranging from 0 to 10 chips). After having made their decision, participants

in the success-feedback condition were informed that the group had contributed at

least 30 chips and that they had thus succeeded in attaining the bonus. Participants

in the failure-feedback condition were informed that the group contributed less than

30 chips and therefore failed to attain the bonus. Participants in the no-feedback

condition were given no information about the success or failure of achieving the

bonus.

2.3. Measurement of sanction support

Next, participants were asked to imagine that they were again in a similar deci-

sion-making situation. Sanction support was measured by presenting participants

with a new decision-making situation. More specifically, they were asked whether

they would be in favor or against the presence of a sanctioning system that would

deduct a DFL 0.25 fine from each chip that group members kept for themselves
(7-point scale, ranging from ‘‘1’’ [strongly against] and ‘‘7’’ [strongly in favor]).

Note that if we were to take the same value for the chips, maintaining the sanc-

tioning system in the sanction condition would imply that DFL 0.25 would be sub-

tracted from DFL 1.25. In the no-sanction condition, however, installing a

sanctioning system would imply that DFL 0.25 would be subtracted from DFL

1. So, in the sanction condition the sanction would result in the chips yielding

DFL 1 and in the no-sanction condition the sanction would result in the chips

yielding DFL 0.75. To deal with this issue the question of sanction support was
asked twice: Firstly, sanction support was measured when the chips were worth

DFL 1 and, secondly, when the chips were worth DFL 1.25. The situation that

the participant had experienced before (i.e. chips worth DFL 1 in the no-sanction

condition and chips worth DFL 1.25 in the sanction condition), was presented first

and the other situation was presented last. In the analysis we used the average an-

swer to these two questions as the measure for sanction support. Because the two

questions were highly correlated (r = 0.78, p < 0.001) we can consider this measure

to be a reliable one.
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2.4. Measurement of success estimate without and with sanctioning system

To measure the perceived probability of attaining collective efficiency without a

sanctioning system, we asked participants to estimate the probability of attaining

the bonus in a future situation, in which there would be no sanction. We will refer
to this as ‘‘the success estimate without sanctioning system (SE-without)’’. The

SE-without was measured by again presenting the two cases of chips worth DFL

1 or chips worth DFL 1.25. Participants were asked to estimate the probability of

achieving the bonus without a sanctioning system (on a 7-point scale ranging from

‘‘1’’ [very low] to ‘‘7’’ [very high]). Like the measure of sanction support, the average

answer to these two questions (that correlated highly, r = 0.86, p < 0.001) was used

to analyze SE-without.

In the same way, we asked participants to estimate the probability of attaining the
bonus when a sanction was present. We will refer to this as ‘‘the success estimate with

sanctioning system (SE-with)’’. Participants were asked to estimate the probability of

attaining the bonus in the two cases of chips worth DFL 1 or DFL 1.25 if a sanction-

ing system were present (with a DFL 0.25 fine on every chip kept for them selves).

These two questions correlated highly (r = 0.79, p < 0.001) and the average answer

to these two questions was used to analyze SE-with.

2.5. Attitude towards a sanctioning system

After this, five additional questions were asked concerning participants� opinions
about the sanctioning system. An example of one of these questions is ‘‘I think a fine

for each chip kept for oneself is necessary’’. Participants could indicate the extent to

which they agreed on a 7-point answering scale (ranging from ‘‘1’’ [totally disagree]

to ‘‘7’’ [totally agree]). The five questions formed a reliable scale (a = 0.85), which we

will refer to as ‘‘Attitude towards a sanctioning system’’. After this, the experiment

was finished. Participants were debriefed, all the details about the experimental set-
up were explained, and they were thanked and paid for their participation.
3. Results

3.1. Contribution to common fund

The average number of chips individual participants contributed was 7.74
(SD = 1.71). A 2 (sanction) · 3 (feedback) ANOVA showed no effects of sanction

or feedback.

3.2. Sanction support

We predicted that in absence of a sanctioning system, people would show little

support for a sanctioning system unless there is collective inefficiency, and that in

presence of a sanctioning system, people would support the sanctioning system, irre-



Table 1

Support for a sanctioning system as a function of presence of a sanctioning system and feedback

Feedback M (SD)

No sanction Sanction

No 3.17 (1.55) 4.80 (1.28)

Success 3.57 (1.58) 4.33 (1.60)

Failure 4.33 (1.28) 4.53 (1.11)
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spective of the information people have concerning collective (in)efficiency. A 2

(sanction) · 3 (feedback) ANOVA showed a main effect of sanction on sanction sup-

port, F (1,124) = 11.49, p = 0.001. Participants in the sanction condition more

strongly supported a sanctioning system (M = 4.55) than participants in the no-sanc-

tion condition (M = 3.69). Also, a marginally significant sanction · feedback interac-

tion was found, F (2,124) = 2.69, p = 0.07. Because the pattern was in agreement

with our expectations (see Table 1), further LSD post-hoc tests were performed to

determine whether support for a sanction was stronger in the sanction condition
relative to the no-sanction condition when no feedback or success feedback was

given. In line with our prediction, these tests showed an effect of sanction in the

no-feedback condition (p < 0.001) and in the success feedback condition (p = 0.04,

one-tailed). As expected, no sanction effect was found in the failure feedback

condition.

Also, LSD post-hoc tests were performed to investigate the effect of feedback

within the no-sanction and sanction conditions. Within the no-sanction condition,

sanction support was higher in the failure-feedback condition than in the no-feed-
back (p = 0.004) and success feedback condition (p = 0.04). Within the sanction con-

dition, sanction support in the no-feedback condition did not differ from sanction

support in the success- and failure-feedback condition. These results support our

expectations.

3.3. Attitude towards a sanctioning system

A 2 (sanction) · 3 (feedback) ANOVA was performed on the ‘‘Attitude towards
a sanctioning system’’ scale. This analysis revealed a sanction · feedback interac-

tion, F (2,118) = 3.71, p = 0.03. This interaction showed a similar pattern of

results as the sanction support measure above (see Table 2). Again, LSD
Table 2

Attitude towards a sanctioning system as a function of presence of a sanctioning system and feedback

Feedback M (SD)

No sanction Sanction

No 3.27 (1.06) 4.21 (1.09)

Success 3.87 (1.04) 4.24 (1.15)

Failure 4.37 (0.78) 4.01 (1.29)
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post-hoc tests indicated that when no feedback was given, sanction support was

stronger under a sanction than under no sanction (p = 0.006). In the success

feedback condition this was also the case, although the effect did not reach signif-

icance (p = 0.13, one-tailed). In the failure feedback condition there was no effect

of sanction.
In the no-sanction condition, failure feedback revealed a more positive attitude

towards a sanctioning system than no feedback (p = 0.006). Failure feedback also re-

vealed a more positive attitude towards a sanctioning system than success feedback,

although it was only marginally significant (p = 0.07, one-tailed). In the sanction

condition, attitudes toward the sanctioning system did not differ between the differ-

ent feedback conditions.

3.4. Success estimates

To investigate the effect of the presence of a sanctioning system and feedback on

the perceived chances of collective efficiency, both without sanctioning system (SE-

without) and with a sanctioning system (SE-with), we performed a 2 (sanction) · 3

(feedback) ANOVA · 2 (situation: with or without sanctioning system) ANOVA

with the factor ‘‘situation’’ as a within participants variable.

Main effects were found of situation (F [1,122] = 87.60, p < 0.001), sanction (F

[1, 118] = 16.43, p < 0.001), and of feedback (F [2, 118] = 7.06, p = 0.001). The
main effect of situation indicated that the success estimates were higher for the

situation with a sanctioning system (M = 4.87, SD = 1.25) than for the situation

without a sanctioning system (M = 3.95, SD = 1.58). The sanction main effect

indicated that success estimates were higher in the no-sanction conditions

(MSE-without = 4.28, SD = 1.52; MSE-with = 5.39, SD = 0.98) than in the sanction

conditions (MSE-without = 3.61, SD = 1.57; MSE-with = 4.34, SD = 1.28). The

main effect of feedback showed that success estimates were lower in the failure

feedback conditions (MSE-without = 3.37, SD = 1.39; MSE-with = 4.38, SD = 1.37)
compared to the success feedback conditions (MSE-without = 4.31, SD = 1.51,

p = 0.005; MSE-with = 5.33, SD = 0.91, p < 0.001) and compared to the no-feed-

back conditions (MSE-without = 4.17, SD = 1.68, p = 0.02; MSE-with = 4.89, SD =

1.27, p = 0.03). Also, a situation · sanction interaction was found, F

(1, 122) = 4.05, p < 0.05. This interaction suggests that the prospect of a sanction-

ing system in a future situation, adds to high success estimates to a greater extent

in the no-sanction condition (MSE-without = 4.28 and MSE-with = 5.39) than in the

sanction condition (MSE-without = 3.61 and MSE-with = 4.34). No other significant
effects were found.

Thus, participants estimated their chances of success as lower after failure feed-

back than after success feedback or no feedback. They estimated their chances of

success to be higher with a sanctioning system than without a sanctioning system.

However, participants who had experienced a sanctioning system estimated their

chances of success (both in a situation with a sanctioning system and a situation

without a sanctioning system) as lower than participants who had not experienced

a sanctioning system.
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4. Discussion

The current study shows that, without information about collective (in)efficiency,

people wish to stick to the status quo situation: they support a sanctioning system to

a greater extent in the presence of a sanctioning system than in the absence of a sanc-
tioning system. When there is information about collective inefficiency, sanction sup-

port is high, irrespective of the presence of a sanctioning system: when there is no

sanctioning system present, there is a desire to install a sanctioning system, and when

it is there already, there is a wish to maintain it. When there is information about

collective efficiency, people do not want to install a sanctioning system in the absence

of one, and wish to maintain it in presence of one. Put differently, when there is no

pre-existing sanctioning system, people do not support a sanctioning system in a

public good dilemma, unless ‘‘things went wrong’’. When a sanctioning system is al-
ready present, they support it irrespective of whether ‘‘things went wrong’’ or ‘‘things

went right’’.

4.1. Installing a sanctioning system (or not)

We reasoned that the loss of individual autonomy or the right to choose would

inhibit the wish to install a sanctioning system when it does not exist. Yet, earlier

research indicated that when the group has failed to use the collective good effi-
ciently, there is an increased preference for structural solutions that reduce an indi-

vidual�s freedom of choice, such as leadership and giving up free access to the

common good (Rutte & Wilke, 1984; Samuelson, 1993; Samuelson & Messick,

1995; Samuelson, Messick, Rutte, & Wilke, 1984; Van Dijk et al., 2003; Van Vugt

& De Cremer, 1999). The leadership study undertaken by Van Vugt and De Cremer

(1999) demonstrated this effect by focusing on leaders with sanctioning power. Our

study shows that even without reference to leadership, a preference for a sanctioning

system arises under conditions of collective inefficiency. This suggests that the wish
for a sanctioning system ‘‘when things go wrong’’ extends beyond the domain of

leadership.

On a more general level, the wish to install a sanctioning system when ‘‘things go

wrong’’ and not to install a sanctioning system when ‘‘things go right’’, may be

understood by describing our findings in terms of what has been described as a strat-

egy of ‘‘win–stay, lose–change’’ (Liebrand & Messick, 1996; Macy, 1995). When

things go right, people do not want to change the situation (‘‘win–stay’’) and when

something goes wrong, they want to change something about the situation (‘‘lose–
change’’). This simple heuristic thus seems to help people decide that a situation

of collective inefficiency needs to be changed, and one way of achieving this is the

adoption of a sanctioning system.

4.2. Holding on to a sanctioning system

The second important contribution of this study is that we have also looked at

situations in which a sanctioning system was already present. Sanctioning systems
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are present in many real life situations and, as such, have often been taken for

granted. Therefore, it is interesting and necessary to examine sanction support in

a situation in which a sanctioning system already exists. The results of our study

show that the presence of a sanctioning system indeed raises support for a sanction-

ing system and, importantly, that the feedback people receive does not alter sanction
support.

This wish to support a pre-existing sanctioning system after having received suc-

cess feedback can also be described as a ‘‘win–stay’’ strategy: because things have

appeared to ‘‘go right’’, people adhere to the existing situation and do not want to

get rid of the sanctioning system. This wish to support a pre-existing sanctioning sys-

tem after having received failure feedback, however, does not seem to be in line with

the ‘‘lose–change’’ strategy. After all, failure feedback should lead to the wish to

change the existing situation, something our present results did not show. However,
as we already reasoned in our introduction, abolishing the sanctioning system might

not be regarded as a helpful solution to the problem of collective inefficiency. Nev-

ertheless, one could imagine that people might wish to change the situation, but all

things being equal, they will probably prefer a change that would actually improve

the situation, rather than make it worse by removing the sanction. In other words,

people do not merely want ‘‘a change’’, they want ‘‘a change for the better’’.

4.3. Negative side effects of a sanction

In addition to the results with regard to sanction support, we found that people

were generally more pessimistic about attaining the collective goal when they had

experienced a sanctioning system than when they had not. So, the experience with

a sanctioning system actually made people generally pessimistic instead of optimistic

about collective efficiency. This new insight represents a third contribution to the

knowledge of sanction systems, and in fact can be regarded as quite controversial

because it places Hobbes� notion – that a sanction creates positive expectations about
fellow group members� cooperation – in a different perspective. It is true that, in line

with Hobbes� ideas, participants in our experiment estimated the probability of

attaining the bonus higher with a sanction than without a sanction. More interest-

ingly, however, participants were more pessimistic about attaining the bonus when

having experienced a sanctioning system than when not having experienced a sanc-

tioning system. This specific observation suggests that a sanctioning system may cre-

ate expectations that group members are non-cooperative; a finding that requires

further research.
We can relate these findings to the ideas put forward by Cialdini (1996). He ar-

gued that surveillance systems communicate the message that group members are

not to be trusted, which suggests that undesirable behavior can be expected. In

our study, because of the presence of a sanctioning system, it may have occurred

to people that group members would defect if it were not for the sanctioning system.

In this way, people may conclude that their group actually needed a sanctioning sys-

tem to attain collective efficiency (‘‘Why else is there a sanctioning system?’’) giving

rise to a sense of inability to perform well without a sanctioning system (c.f. Taylor,
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1976; Yamagishi, 1988a). Success in attaining collective efficiency may then be as-

cribed to the presence of the sanctioning system. Even when it is known that the

group has failed to achieve collective efficiency, people may still want to stick to

the sanctioning system because abolishing it could drive them even further away

from collective efficiency. In this way, a sanctioning system may be regarded as indis-
pensable as its mere presence creates the need to maintain that sanctioning system.

The current study was not designed to study behavioral consequences of a sanc-

tioning system. It may be noted that we did not observe a difference in cooperation

levels between the no-sanction and sanction conditions. This is in line with previous

results on ‘‘step-level good’’ dilemmas (social dilemmas in which the collective goal is

realized once the group members reach a certain level of contribution). Research has

shown that in such dilemmas, people strongly anchor their decision on the ‘‘equal

division rule’’ (e.g. Allison & Messick, 1990; Samuelson & Allison, 1994; Van Dijk,
Wilke, Wilke, & Metman, 1999; Van Dijk & Wilke, 1996), which is the rule that

group members should contribute an equal part of the total amount required to real-

ize the collective goal. In the current study this came down to an average contribu-

tion of 7.5 chips by each group member. Indeed, participants appeared to have based

their behavior on this equal division rule as the average number of chips contributed

to the group in the current study was 7.74 and varied little.

Even though there were no behavioral effects of the sanctioning system in the

social dilemma in the current study, we do anticipate that a sanctioning system
may have behavioral implications that should not be disregarded. It should be

noted that expectations about future outcomes for the group were negatively af-

fected by the mere presence of the sanctioning system. Thus, it is conceivable that

experiencing a sanctioning system may have a negative influence on behavior in

new encounters. Experiencing a sanctioning system in one situation may lead to

non-cooperative expectations and lack of cooperation in the other. Research by

Mulder et al. (submitted for publication) provides some support for this. They

showed that a sanctioning system could undermine interpersonal trust, which can
result in decreased cooperation in a similar social dilemma situation without a sanc-

tioning system.

The possible implications of sanctioning systems for expectations about fellow

group members complement research that has demonstrated other negative effects

of sanctions. Work by Deci and colleagues (e.g. Deci, 1971; Deci, Koestner, & Ryan,

1999) demonstrated that introducing incentives for behavior that people show spon-

taneously can undermine intrinsic motivation, that is, the motivation to choose

behavior out of free will, with the behavior itself as the only incentive. Similarly, a
sanction could ‘‘externalize’’ cooperative behavior in the sense that it takes away

the intrinsic motivation to cooperate. Also, in the context of social dilemmas,

Tenbrunsel and Messick (1999) and Gneezy and Rustichini (2000) showed that a

(weak) sanctioning system can decrease cooperation, because it makes people define

the social dilemma situation in business terms rather than in ethical terms.

Thus, there are indications that a sanctioning system may have adverse effects in

at least two ways. It may not only undermine internal motivations to cooperate

(Deci, 1971; Deci et al., 1999; Gneezy & Rustichini, 2000; Tenbrunsel & Messick,
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1999), but it may also (as our study shows) make people pessimistic, possibly because

it decreases expectations of non-cooperation.

4.4. Future research and concluding remarks

Future research is needed to investigate the relations between sanctions and

behavioral expectations more systematically. Of course, there is good reason to be-

lieve that sanctions increase expectations of other people�s cooperation (Yamagishi,

1986, 1988a, 1988b, 1992). However, if we combine our study with the ideas put for-

ward by Cialdini (1996) and Taylor (1976), we think there is reason to suspect that a

sanction may also decrease expectations of other people�s cooperative intentions.

Further research in which an existing sanctioning system is removed could indicate

whether (having experienced) a sanctioning system reduces actual expectations of
other people�s cooperative intentions and consequently causes a decrease in

cooperation.

All in all, the present findings provide sufficient evidence to conclude that the mere

presence of a sanctioning system creates the need to have that system. Therefore, one

should think twice about installing a sanctioning system in social dilemma settings,

for it may have irreversible consequences.
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